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HAVE ALL HEARD OR READ THE PRESIDENT's MESSAGES concerning the state of the

Union. In considerable measure, his recommendations coincide with things advocated in both
the Democratic and Republican platforms. Hence, he probably feels justified in assuming that
he has a mandate from the people to attempt to carry into effect the program which he sets
forth. It also goes without saying that he is greatly indebted to the leaders of the CIO for the
valiant work which they did in getting out the vote. Under the circumstances, it is not surprising to find that his recommendations follow rather closely the tenets of that labor organization.
Presumably, the President believes that the things for which the CIO leaders stand represent the
interests of their constituents, and that what is good for the laboring class is good for the nation
as a whole. This line of reasoning probably explains why he feels it appropriate to designate his
program as the "Fair Deal."
But are his premises correct? Does the CIO platform really represent the interests of the
laboring class? Will the public benefit if the President's proposals are carried out? To answer these
questions, let us consider some of the principal items in his list of recommendations.
He asks that the Taft-Hartley Law be repealed.
This statute has offered a certain· amount of protection to workers who prefer to exercise their
rights as free American citizens and to forge ahead
instead of being bound by union restrictions. It
also has helped to safeguard the public against
paralysis of industry caused by strikes engendered
by ruthless labor monopolies. The Congressional
Committee that has been investigating the workings of this law has failed to discover any serious
defects in its operation. Who, then, but the labor
czars will benefit by its repeal?
Lack of precision in economic reasoning is indicated by various statements in the President's
messages. For example, he states that "sharply divergent movements of prices-both up and down-

confront us with urgent problems of adjustment
to sustain maximum employment and production
throughout the economy." Here he completely
overlooks the fact that, under a competitive systern, such divergent price movements are the basic
forces which adjust production to fit the demands
of the public for various goods. The alternative to
such automatic adjustment is regimentation of the
whole economy by some bureaucrat.
Further evidence of loose thinking is given by
the President's assertion that "the resourcefulness
of American business, the skill of our labor force,
and the productivity of our agriculture have lifted
our standards of living beyond any pre-war expectation." He should realize that elevating the standards of living of a people is a long, slow process

which by no means parallels increased production.
Undoubtedly, scales of living have risen, but the
recent rise in the birth rate certainly makes dubious any assumption that standards of living in the
United States average higher today than before
World War II.*
When he says that current "profits are in excess
of the levels needed to furnish incentives and
equity funds for industrial expansion and to promote sustained economic health, although some
businesses have not thrived nearly so well as
others," he apparently fails to grasp the principle
that, under the competitive system, it is the size
of profits which constitute the motive force making efficient business concerns expand, and forcing inefficient ones into bankruptcy. This ruthless
weeding out process has made America the leading
producer in the world. Under fascism, government
officials decide how large profits ought to be. If
Mr. Truman wishes to observe what governmental
interference does to business, he needs merely to
note what is taking place in Europe and Japan.
Another indication of the inadequacy of the
President's economic training is furnished by his
demand that the statutory minimum wage be
raised from 40¢ to 75¢ per hour. In making this
recommendation, he apparently subscribes to the
common fallacy that wages can be elevated by
law. However, long experience, as well as economic
theory, indicates that such is impossible. All that
minimum wage laws ever really do is to prevent the
less efficient of the nation's potential working force
from holding jobs, producing, and thus making an
honest living. Is it in the interest of the public to
throw these potential workers upon the relief rolls,
thus pauperizing them against their will?
He also asks for the extension of unemployment
insurance. Apparently, he has never heard of the
all-too-well-demonstrated fact that unemployment
insurance is a highly successful device for insuring
unemployment, and promoting and prolonging depressiOns.
The President also requests Congress to continue rent controls. It is unfortunate that he has
never had called to his attention the fact that
these controls, by inducing tenants to expand their
volume of housing occupancy, have been almost
entirely responsible for the apparent housing shortage with which our country has been afflicted.
•The standard of living is purely mental or subjective; it is defined by economists as being "the aggregate of wants taking precedence over marriage and a family." The scale of living is something
objective which can be observed by others; typically, it reflects the
individual's income; it is merely a name describing the broad characteristics of the individual's way of life.

Moreover, they obviously confiscate the property
of landlords- a procedure that is contrary both to
the Eighth Commandment and to the basic principles underlying our economic system. Is it not
obvious that if Congress carries out this recommendation, it will injure, rather than benefit, the
public?
President Truman also urges that the Government go into slum clearance and Government
housing in a big way. Again he overlooks the fact
that the primary reason for the housing shortage
lies in rent control. During the whole period of the
nation's existence, private builders have supplied
the country with adequate housing. Now, when, as
the President admits, the nation is more prosperous than at any time in the past, he assumes that
our people cannot be housed without Government
intervention. Everyone knows that Government
construction is generally far more expensive than
private construction. Therefore, what he is really
doing is asking the taxpayers to put their hardearned cash into building houses and selling them
at a loss to favored citizens who, by hook or by
crook, are able to take advantage of the taxpayers'
largess. The excuse for such Government intervention is, at the present time, reduced to a minimum
by the fact that the demand for new houses is
declining rapidly. Furthermore, the prices of old
houses are tumbling. Under such circumstances, is
there any legitimate reason for robbing Peter to
pay Paul?
The President's excuse for Governmental intervention is the admitted fact that building costs are
now exorbitant. He is certainly on firm ground
when he urges "all elements of the building industry substantially to lower costs." Doubtless, he
knows that the major reason why housing prices
are too high is that labor monopolies in the construction field have cut production per man to
absurdly low levels, while at the same time raising
sharply the pay per man hour. Why does the
President not suggest the obvious remedy- that
is, the elimination of the labor monopolies which
are causing the trouble?
Certain points in the President's program are
in harmony with accepted economic principles.
Such is true of his proposals to control the volume
of bank credit, to conserve our natural resources,
to lower tariff barriers, and to encourage the more
extensive use of disability insurance. However,
such insurance ought never to be made a political
football by having the funds administered by any
Government agency. Numerous private insurance

concerns stand ready to give adequate coverage
to all citizens. Furthermore, the Blue Cross plan
is expanding rapidly, and other similarly satisfactory arrangements for hospital and medical care
are making marked headway. Why not encourage
these private enterprises instead of destroying
them by Government competition?
The President expresses the laudable intention of
stabilizing business and preventing both inflation
and deflation. Both logic and experience indicate
that the most effective method of accomplishing
these desirable ends is to deal in Government
bonds in the open market - buying or selling as
the case may require. However, Mr. Truman endorses a policy which makes this procedure unworkable- namely the Treasury's existing bondprice stabilization policy. At present, whenever
Government bond prices tend to fall, the Treasury
or the Federal Reserve banks buy bonds to support
the market price.
Clearly, unless the funds for such bond purchases are taken out of the taxpayers' pockets,
they will necessarily involve borrowing from the
banks - the very process responsible for the inflation which has doubled our price level in the
last decade.
Here we have another indication of the President's unfamiliarity with economic principles.
Free prices, wages, and interest rates are essential
characteristics of a capitalistic, competitive economy. Regulation of prices, wages, and interest
rates typifies fascism and other forms of collectivism.
President Truman asks authority to continue
export controls, priorities, and allocations in the
field of transportation and in the production of
basic materials, and requests power to impose
price ceilings on various commodities. One would
suppose that our nation's experience during the
War years would have been sufficient to make
evident the fact that all such controls hamper production, upset economic equilibrium, create shortages, and injure the public in general.
The President also holds that it is desirable to
continue agricultural price supports. When agricultural production is at a peak, it is hard to justify
such subsidies on any ground other than that they
are good vote-getters.
At a time when steel production is running at
approximately double the pre-War rate, President
Truman feels that it may be necessary for the Government to construct new facilities in order to give
the country an adequate supply of steel. Apparently, he is following the lead of the Socialists in

England and trying to nationalize the steel industry.
As stated at the outset, in general outline, the
President's recommendations follow the CIO program. Presumably, however, in his mind, the welfare of the nation always takes precedence over
his political obligations to that labor organization.
But it seems that his understanding of economic
fundamentals is so slight that he fails completely to
visualize the ultimate abysses to which these fascistic and communistic roads lead. And, as the
proverb implies, such roads are commonly paved
with good intentions.
The basic principle of a competitive, capitalistic
regime is that people should be rewarded in proportion to production, and should be made secure
in the possession of all honestly acquired gains.
By contrast, the essence of communism is the
principle that people should share on the basis
of needs. Communists, therefore, believe it to be
the duty of government to take from the rich and
give to the poor. This is exactly the position taken
by the President when he advocates higher taxes
upon estates, gifts, and upper- and middle-bracket
incomes. Nowhere, does he suggest that, in the
case of the upper-bracket incomes, these taxes are
already confiscatory and far in excess of the 25%
effective rate which careful analysis shows yields
the maximum revenue for the Treasury. He takes
no cognizance of the fact that tax policies such as
those which he recommends have wrecked England's industrial system by depriving it of capital.
When he condemns inequality of income distribution, he ignores the overwhelming evidence, presented by Carl Snyder in Capitalism the Creator,
showing that income inequality, by generating
abundant capital, is one of the most potent forces
leading to economic progress for all classes of the
population.
In both of his January messages, the President
seems to accept the premise that it is desirable to
take money from the thrifty and efficient and give
it to the thriftless and the ne'er-do-wells; to lessen
the scope of private enterprise and increase that of
Government; to curtail individual freedom and
magnify Government authority. Will such a program actually benefit the American people? Do
you, as a Member of Congress, feel obligated to
enact legislation to carry out such a transformation of the time-honored American competitive,
capitalistic system into a mixture of fascism, socialism, and communism?
Not content with requesting that you upset the
economic system which has made America great,
and substitute for it the system which is reducing

European nations to poverty and is forcing them to
come to us with hat in hand asking for alms, the
President also asks you to over-ride the Constitution and enact laws for which no authorization is
found in any section of that document. As you
well know, it specifically states that all powers not
definitely conferred upon Congress are reserved to
the States, or to the people thereof. Which do you
propose to follow- the Constitution or the President's advice?
The President's expressed determination to hold
down expenditures and balance the budget is highly commendable. However, the fact remains that
the proposed budget is either vastly too large or far
too small. If it is desirable for us to substitute for
our competitive, capitalistic system a collectivist
regime, the simplest procedure would be turn our

nation over to the Russians immediately, for Joseph Stalin apparently operates the most efficient
collectivist economy on earth -one turning out
perhaps a fourth as much per man hour .as free
enterprise produces in the United States.
It is certainly difficult to conjure up any justification for our recent policy of irritating the Russian
Bear while doing nothing effective to prevent his
depredations. If we prefer collectivism, why burden
our people with the expense of keeping up a war
machine? Why impose upon Russia the huge cost
of making the atomic bombs and planes required
to destroy our cities, harbors, and factories, and
the later expense of reconstructing the devastated
areas after she takes over? Our present halfhearted military program just doesn't seem to
make sense.

As the President aptly says: "We stand at the opening of an era which can mean either great
achievement or terrible catastrophe for ourselves or for all mankind." Suppose that, through some
mischance or failure of planning, the Russians do not succeed in destroying our nation by an
atomic bomb attack. Even so, if the United States- by far the most powerful and prosperous
nation in the world- takes the road down to serfdom already followed by so many other of the
earth's peoples, will this not, in itself, constitute a world catastrophe? \Vhen you are considering
legislation along the lines proposed by the President, will it not pay you to ask yourself this
question over and over again?

Reprinted from the Conlrersionsl Record

THE WELFARE STATE
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

Hon. Daniel A. Reed
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday, January 7, 1949

Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker. under
leave to extend. I am inserting in the RECORD
as a part of my remarks an article by Dorothy
Thompson which appeared in the Evening Star
of Monday, January 10, 1949:
ON THE RECORD - TRUMAN SEEN CREATING
WELFARE STATE WIDCH WILL STIFLE LIBERTY,
INITIATIVE

(By Dorothy Thompson)
Since President Truman can make the most
revolutionary statements sound like an address
to the Kiwanis Club. the full text of his state
of the Union message had to be read to be fully
appreciated.
If h e has docile majority in Congress we now
are full steam ahead toward the wel!are state
which. in modern times, President Roosevelt
started here, Bismarck in Europe, and which
has enqulfed western civilization.
This state tends toward a condition in which
creative forces are drained out of society and
paralyzed within the state; in which those who
take no personal risks and suffer no personal
losses become the master class; in which the
earnings of the people are expropriated and re·
turned to them (minus a high commission) in the
form of services they may or may not want or
need; in which independence is discoura ged,
and docility and emotional immaturity fostered
in the people; and out of which, finally, dictatorship inevitably emerges as social vitality decays

and the monster state is bankrupted through the
a n emia of society.
MASSES' APPROV AL SEEN

The masses of the people will hail it because
they cannot foresee the consequences, are unaware of what a departure it is from the political
philosophy which has made this country great,
and beca use they will not link the weUare state
with the decline and fall of Europe.
Big business publicly will fight it, but actually
will make an alliance with it, as the biggest big
business always has done. Under it monopoly
will increase, not diminish, as it increased under
the wartime extensions of state economic power.
Despite President Truman's call for stre ngthening the antitrust laws, it won't work out that
way because it can't. Those who will feel the
squeeze and go under will be small business and
the professional classes, who eve ntually will
become employees of the state or of business big
enough to ally itself with the state w ithout going
under.
The program, in general, is the triumph of
European state ideas-especially German state
ideas-over the American revolution, and exactly
why Europe is in ruins.
The greatest contribution which America, especially, made to political science through Jefferson and on down through all the authentic American radicals, notably Henry George, was the
clear recognition that the state is the enemy of
society, and that when you extend the police

power (which is the essence of the state) into
overexpanding areas of social and economic life,
stagnation sets in.
LIBERTIES SEEN DIMINISHED

Insofar as the state has a function in economic
life-so argues the authentic American philosophy-it is to protect the w idest liberties of the
people in their spheres, and relentlessly prevent
their encroachment upon the liberties of others,
while holding and conserving the legitimate public domain.
But when it extends its powers to assuming
responsibility for the lives of all. it expropriates
the people's liberties, for no matter how you cut
the design, liberty consists of the right to make
one's own bed and lie in it. Children are not free
because they are not responsible for themselves.
The welfare state reduces adults to semi-infantile
condition.
It does not create opportunities for independence. It aggrandizes all opportunities to itself.
And once the independence of the people is de·
strayed, it is never restored until the huge structure pyramided on their backs breaks down into
anarchy, either through war or by its own
weight-as it invariably has.
There is nothing new about the development.
The posthumous history of a ll great states shows
this graph. It n e ver has been a sign of youth but
of senility, nor of progress but of decay.
But, as things are, such words are whistlings
into the wind.
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Distribute this important message widely. 2 copies free upon
request. 16 copies for $1; 100 to 600, 4c each; 1,000 or more,
3Vzc each. Ask for "Open LeHer to All Congressmen."
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